Subject 1:
The development of some characters depends greatly on the influence of another
character. This is observable in literary works but also in real life. Indeed, many people
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are manipulated either by another person’s power or by their way of speech. They are
sometimes, in literary works, minor characters who play major roles in the book and in
the life of an important character. They usually add suspense in the story and create an
objective to the book . These characters can be found in Sweet Birds of Youth by
Tennessee Williams and also in The Picture of Dorian Gray by Oscar Wilde. In both works,
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the authors creates characters which could be compared to manifestations of Freud’s
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the ID and the Superego. Oscar Wilde uses these characters to examine the true nature
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of the protagonists whereasTennessee Williams uses characters in power to eliminate all
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the people on their way.
Firstly, in The Picture of Dorian Gray, the author uses two principal characters in his
book to influence the protagonist. Indeed, these two characters are Basil Hallward and
Lord Henry. They both had a different impact on the protagonist. Basil is considered as
the superego which means that he operates as a moral conscience, that has a good
influence and is considered as the angel of the protagonist. From the beginning of the
book Basil praised Dorian as if the latter was a god. He uses the personification “As long
as I live, the personality of Dorian Gray will dominate” to show how powerful the
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personality of Dorian is and how it controls him. As the personality of Dorian is
considered as a God to Basil, the latter is ready to do anything so that his kind nature
never changes. This is how, when Lord Henry asked to meet Dorian, Basil was reluctant:
“He has a simple and beautiful nature[...] don’t spoil him. Don’t try to influence him. Your
influence would be bad”. In this quote, there is an anaphora of the negation “don’t” and a
repetition of the word “influence”. These repetitions show how Basil insisted on Lord
Henry not meeting Dorian Gray as he believed that Henry would alter his personality.
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This quote is a kind of warning and foreshadowing of what is going to happen in the
future.The quote “I understand what you mean, and I believe in this girl. Any one you love
must be marvelous, and any girl that has the effect you describe must be fine and noble.”
shows how Basil believed in the art of Sybil and encouraged Dorian even though Sybil
played very badly. He always says good things to make Dorian feel better and push him
towards the light.
On the other hand, Lord Henry is considered as the Id which means that he has
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an instinctual part of the mind that contains sexual and aggressive drives and hidden
memories. Lord Henry manipulates people through his speech. Lord Henry has a bad
influence on Dorian throughout the book. He is the reason why Dorian started to pursue
pleasure and values before anything else. He is the reason why Dorian placed so much
importance in his youth and beauty. The epigram “To me, Beauty is the wonder of
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wonders, It is only shallow people who do not judge by appearances” shows the state of
mind of Lord Henry. He only cares about appearances and he is going to spread this state
of mind to the protagonist. He printed his way of thinking in Dorian’s head, who starts to
behave and speak like him. The simile “Talking to him was like playing upon an exquisite
violin. He answered to every touch and thrill of the bow…. There was something terribly
enthralling in the exercise of influence. No other activity was like it.”shows how his ideas
are echoed in Dorian’s and he compares the feeling to music. Basil encouraged the good
side of Dorian and guided him in his life to make the right decisions. However the latter
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was more influenced by the Superego which was Lord Henry. He went from the innocent
little young man to someone who passed his youth and beauty before everything which
led to his downfall, his death.
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Just like in The Picture of Dorian Gray, the Superego and the Id is also observable in
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Sweet Birds of Youth by Tennessee Williams. They are also represented by two principal
characters which are Scudder and Boss Finley. Just as Basil and Lord Henry, these two
characters have a different impact on the protagonist. Scudder is considered as the
Superego. Unlike Basil he doesn’t look for the good in the protagonist, he mostly talks
about morals and informs Chance about what is going on so that he shouldn’t get into
trouble. In this quote“A wire was sent to you three days before she died at the last
address she had of you, which was General Delivery, Los Angeles”. Scudder informs
Chance about how his mother died. He is the only one in St Clouds to actually come to
visit him and give him news about what’s happening. He is the one that sent numerous
telegraph messages to Chance so that he could know about his mother. However the
latter never read his telegram. In these letters, he warns Chance about not coming back
to St Clouds “I told you that I was only giving you this information so that you would know
better than to come back to St Cloud, but you didn’t know better”. He is looking after
Chance so that the latter doesn’t get in trouble and this is why he rushed into his room
when he found out that he was back in St Cloud “to stop [him] from getting in contact
with the girl). Scudder is just like Chance's little angel who wants to keep him from
getting into trouble. Scudder and Basil are similar in a way as they warn the protagonist
from getting too close from the power of the Superego. The superego here is Boss Finley;
he is the reason why Heavenly

didn’t marry Chance leading to the end of their

relationship. Boss Finley changed the whole life of Chance. Just like Lord Henry, he used
his speech art and power to influence the destiny of not only Chance but also the one of
Heavenly, his daughter. But unlike Lord Henry, Boss Finley doesn’t influence Chance to
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be materialistic but influences him in a way to make his life miserable and horrible. It’s
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because of his threats that Chance left St Cloud in the first place: “you drove [Chance]
away, drove him out of St. Cloud.” Because of Boss Finley’s connection and his power, He
made sure to alter the destiny of Chance and made him take the wrong path and become

the bad guy he is “Tried to compete, make himself big[..]. He went. He tried. The right
doors wouldn’t open, and so he went in the wrong ones”. With the use of the hyperbole
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“deprive you of all” overemphasizes the treatment given by Boss to Chance. Boss Finley
played his role of Id perfectly as he influenced the life of Chance in an evil and bad way.
Scudder, as for him, tried to save Chance from making any irrational decision and also
tried to save him from the influence of Boss Finley.
To conclude, Wilde and Williams both represent in their novel the development of the
protagonist with the influence of two minor characters. Those characters play the role
of Id and Superego. Wilde uses characters that play the role of angel or devil who helps
in the development of the protagonist. The latter ends up choosing the superego over
the Id and loses everything at the end. On the other hand, Williams uses characters that
play the role of moral and immoral. These two characters looked forward to either
helping the protagonist to make moral decisions or to just destroying the protagonist’s
life with immoral decisions.
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